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1. Introduction. In 1920 Steinhaus [lOjO) observed that the distance set

of a linear set of positive Lebesgue measure contains an interval with end

point zero (an initial interval). Subsequently considerable attention was de-

voted to this and related ideas by Sierpinski [9], Ruziewicz [8], and others.

S. Piccard in 1940 gathered together many of these results and carried out

an extensive investigation of her own concerning distance sets of euclidean

subsets, particularly linear subsets, in a tract entitled Sur les ensembles de

distances (des ensembles de points d'un espace euclidien) [7].

Two principal problems suggest themselves in such investigations. First,

what can be said of the distance set of a given space, and secondly, what can

be said of the possible realizations, in a specified class of distance spaces, of a

given distance set (that is, of a set of non-negative numbers including zero).

The writers mentioned above have been principally concerned with the first

problem, although Miss Piccard devotes some space to the second. In [4]

efforts were made to improve and extend some of her results concerning the

latter problem. By way of completing a survey of the literature known to us,

we observe that Besicovitch and Miller [l ] have examined the influence of

positive Carathéodory linear measure on distance sets of subsets of E2, while

Coxeter and Todd [2] have considered the possibility of realizing finite

distance sets in spaces with indefinite metrics. Numerous papers of Erdös,

for example [3], contain isolated but interesting pertinent results.

In this paper we continue, in general, the investigations begun in [4].

Specifically, §2 bridges an obvious gap in [4], §3 extends and improves more

of [7]. In §§4 and 5 we analyze further the concepts of rigid, proper, and ir-

reducible «-sets introduced in [4], and in §6 we consider briefly distance

problems in complex and indefinite spaces.

2. Separable metric spaces. If A and B are two subsets of a distance

space, we denote by D(A, B) the set of distances S(x, y) with x£^4 and y£7*

and by D(A) the set of distances è(x, y) with x£yl and yE:A. Distances in

the first five sections of this paper are non-negative real numbers and spaces

are metric unless otherwise indicated. It follows from the definitions that

2.1. ACB implies D(A)QD(B) and
2.2. A = I>1« implies D(A) = J2aD(Aa)+ T,a.ßD(Aa, Aß).
Any set of distinct non-negative numbers including zero is an w-set, a

distance set a ¿-set. If an w-set is a ¿-set for some subset of a specified space
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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or class of spaces, it is said to be realizable in that space or class of spaces.

In [4] the following results, among others, were established.

Theorem I. Any n-set is the d-set for some metric space.

Theorem II. There exist n-sets which are not d-sets for any separable metric

spaces, for example, uncountable n-sets with the positive numbers bounded away

from zero.

Theorem III. Any countable n-set is the d-set for a subset of Hilbert space.

Theorem IV. There exist countable n-sets which are not d-sets for any set

in any euclidean space, for example, 0, 1, 3, 7, • • • , 2"_1 —1, • • • .

Theorem V. Any set of'« + 1 non-negative numbers including zero is realiz-

able in En.

Theorem VI. There exist sets of n + 2 non-negative numbers including zero

not realizable in En, for example, 0, 1, 3, • • • , 2n+1 — 1.

The obvious lacuna in the above program occurs between Theorem II and

Theorem III. We plug this gap with the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. In order that a nondenumerable n-set N be the d-set for some

separable metric space, it is necessary and sufficient that zero be an accumulation

element of N.

It is convenient to lead up to the proof of this theorem with a sequence of

lemmas.

Lemma 2.1(2). If {x,} is a monotone decreasing null sequence of positive

numbers, and N an n-set on the interval [O, 1 ] whose elements are expressed in

the dyadic scale, then if N is metrized by defining the distance between two ele-

ments which differ first in the ith place as x;, and as zero if two elements coincide,

the resulting space is separable metric.

Proof. This is only a slight modification of the usual Baire metric. If all

the real numbers on the interval [O, l] be thus metrized, with the usual agree-

ments concerning unique representation, the elements which contain only

zeros from some index on may be taken as a countable basis for the space. N,

being a subset of this space, is separable.

The space has all its triangles isosceles with legs at least as long as the

base. Such spaces are sometimes referred to as nonarchimedean [6].

Lemma 2.2. If X = {xi\ is a monotone nonincreasing null sequence of posi-

tive numbers, a monotone nonincreasing sequence Y= {y¿} exists, yiEX, with

Si™ 1 yi — k, k an arbitrarily prescribed positive number, and such that ^Zï™ r y i

^yr-i-

(2) We are indebted to Professor Roy Utz for a timely suggestion in this connection.
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Proof. Select w0<k/4 so that k/2^n0Wo^.3k/4, no a positive integer.

Calling k — n0Wo = ki, select Wi^Wo/4 so that &i/2 ^WiWi^3^i/4. Continuing

in this fashion we obtain a sequence n¡Wi with ^¡"o n¡Wi = k. The sequence

[yi] where y; = wo (l=¡*á»o)i yí = Wi (wo<t^»o+»i), and so on, is the de-

sired sequence. Each a/,- is of course chosen from the sequence {x¿}.

Lemma 2.3. If the usual euclidean metric on the interval [0, l] be trans-

formed by introducing a modified Baire metric as described in Lemma 2.1, where,

in the sequence {x<}, x^X/i, then distances are never decreased.

Proof. Since the usual Baire metric has this property, it follows that this

modified Baire metric will also.

Lemma 2.4. Given a subinterval of length X\ of the interval [0, l] (with the

usual euclidean metric) and a monotone decreasing null sequence {x,j

= (xi, x2, • • • ) of positive numbers, a modified Baire metric may be introduced

into this interval which preserves the length of the interval and decreases the length

of no distance, while the d-set is a subset of {x,}.

Proof. Let k\ be the first integer such that x2> 1/fei. If two numbers of the

given interval differ first in the ith place where i<k\, define the distance

between them to be Xi. If k2 is the first integer such that x3>l/&2 and two

numbers differ first in the î'th place where ki^i<k2, define their distance as

x2. Continuing in this way we generate a modified Baire space in which none

of the distances is less than the corresponding euclidean distance.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The necessity is obvious. Let «i be a number less

than unity which belongs to N. Select a monotone decreasing null sequence

{ai } from N. By Lemma 2.2 we may select a monotone nonincreasing se-

quence {|6\-} with
oo oo

(1)        £<£{«/}, (2)      £)0i-«fa and    (3)      £¿<¡í&-i;
1=1 i=r

the numbers ar= ~^JLT ßi define a set of intervals (a,-+i, a¿] open on the left

and closed on the right. Finally the numbers a? = ai-\-(i — i)ßi, *>1, define

a set of intervals (a?, af+1] open on the left and closed on the right.

Having thus partitioned the set of all non-negative numbers, we are pre-

pared to introduce a metric into the set N which will make N a separable

metric space with distance set N. Into each of the intervals to the left of

«i introduce a modified Baire metric satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.4

where the elements of {x,} are selected from N. The intervals to the right of

«i are all the same length and in these we introduce a modified Baire metric

making each of these intervals congruent to the interval (a2, ai].

If u and v are elements of N in the same interval, use the modified Baire

metric of that interval as distance. If u and v are elements of N not in the

same interval, define b(u, s)=max (u, v). The triangle inequality is clearly
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satisfied in the cases where u, v, and w are points in three different intervals

and where u, v, and w are in the same interval. If u and v are elements of TV

in interval (at+i, a,-], and w an element of («y+i, ctj] where j<i, then 5(u, w)

= 5(z>, w)=w and, since the metric was introduced so as to satisfy the condi-

tions of Lemma 2.4, 8(u, v) ^/¿ where U is the length of the interval in which

u and v occur. But w is clearly greater than U and o(u, w)-\-è(v, w)>5(u, v).

It is obvious that ô(u, w)-\-5(u, v)¡to(v, w) and ô(v, w)-\-ô(u, v)^ô(u, w). If

on the other hand j>i, then h(u, w) =u, ô(v, w) =v, b(u, v) á¿i=S«i+i by condi-

tion (3) above. But w>al+i and so ô(u, w)-\-ô(v, w)>ô(u, v). Finally since

5(u, v) 3ï | u — v\, then b(u, w)+ô(u, i>)s=8(», w) and ô(v, w)-\-h(u, v) ^8(u, w).

The space is thus metric and, since each interval has a countable basis,

the space has likewise. We observe finally that the space is complete.

Definition 2.1. An interval on the non-negative real axis with end point

zero is called an initial interval. The interval includes zero and may or may

not be closed on the right.

Remark 2.1. If TV contains an initial interval, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is

considerably easier. In such a case, partition the positive numbers into

intervals having a length less than the length of the initial interval, these

intervals being open on the left and closed on the right. Define ô(x, y) = | x— y|

if x and y are elements of TV in the same interval and 5(x, y) =max (x, y) if

x and y are in different intervals.

Theorem 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that an n-set TV be the

d-set for some separable metric space of specified dimension k>0 is that TV con-

tain an initial interval.

Proof. The condition is certainly necessary, for otherwise there would be

arbitrarily small spheres with empty boundaries around each point and the

space would be zero-dimensional (Menger-Urysohn). From Remark 2.1 it

is clear that a separable metric space of dimension one can be constructed

with d-set TV. If, before introducing the metric described in Remark 2.1, a

¿-dimensional euclidean sphere O is constructed on the first interval of the

partition as diameter and the points of this sphere adjoined to TV, with TV*

= N-\-0, a ¿-dimensional separable metric space with ¿-set TV may be con-

structed as follows. If x and y are elements of TV* in the same interval, define

ô(x, y) = I x—y|. If x and y are both points of the sphere, let ô(x, y) be the

usual euclidean distance. For x and y any other elements of TV*, 5(x, y) is

the number of the pair furthest to the right.

We have already observed that the Baire spaces have nonarchimedean

metrics. But the fact that a space has a nonarchimedean metric places no

restriction on its d-set, as is evidenced by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. ^4wy n-set is the d-set for a nonarchimedean metric space.

Proof. Metrize the «-set by defining 5(x, y) =max (x, y), and so on.
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However, calling an «-set {x,} (finite or infinite) isosceles if x¿+i>2xí and

Xi = 0, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Any metric space whose d-set is isosceles is nonarchimedean.

Theorem V asserts that any £+1 non-negative numbers including zero

are realizable in Ek, while Theorem VI assures us of the existence of sets of

k-\-2 non-negative numbers including zero which cannot be realized in Ek.

There is some basis for the conjecture that any set of k-\-l non-negative

numbers including zero together with a suitably chosen (& + 2)th positive

number would fail to be realizable in Eh. Indeed, for k = \, 2 this is true.

That this is not the case when k > 2 is shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5. There exist n-sets TV of power k-\-\ such that any n-set of

power k-\-2 including TV as a subset is realizable in Ek,for all k>2.

Proof. If k — 1 and a is any positive number, it is clear that there is a num-

ber b such that (0, a, b) is not the «-set for any subset of Tii. If k = 2 an easy

analysis shows that for any two positive numbers a and b, a^b, there exists

a number c such that (0, a, b, c) is not realizable in E2.

Suppose now k>2 and k odd. Consider the set of non-negative integer

points on the x axis up to [k/2] together with the point (0, k). The distance

set TV of this set of points consists of exactly k-\-\ numbers including zero.

Let r be any (& + 2)th positive number. If r^2k, the set TV+r can be realized

in Ez by merely rotating a copy of the original set around the x axis until

the distance between the original point on the y axis and the rotated copy

of this point is r. If, on the other hand, r>2k, the «-set N-\-r may be realized

in Ek in the following fashion. Arrange the numbers N+r in a monotone

increasing sequence, 0<«i<«2<«3< • ■ ■ <nk<r. We construct a simplex

^40^4i • • ' Ah in Ek with AiA¡ = n¡, i<j<k — l; Ak-iAi = nk-i, i<k — 2;

Ak-iAk_2 = nk; AkAi = r.

For k even, ¿>4, it is necessary only to omit the point (1, 0) in the above

set. For k = 4, examples are readily constructed.

3. Some general theorems. In this section we extend some of the theorems

of [7] to more general spaces and establish other results in what might be

termed the Sierpinski-Steinhaus program. The proofs in some cases are quite

simple and are omitted or only briefly indicated. P denotes the set of all non-

negative real numbers.

Theorem 3.1. If S is a subset of a metric space, then D(S) is a continuous

image of the Cartesian product SXS.

Theorem 3.2. 7/5 is a subset of a metric space, then D(\S\)d\ D(S) | (3).

Proof. D(S) =f(SXS), where / is continuous on SXS.  Then   |Z>(5)|

(3) For typographical reasons we use absolute value signs to denote closure; thus | S\ is the

closure of 5.
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= |/(5X5) | D/(| 5X5| ) =/(| 5| X | S| ) = 7>(| S\ ). Thus the adjunction of ac-
cumulation elements to a set at most adds accumulation elements to the d-set.

Theorem 3.3. If in a metric space (or any space with a continuous metric)

A is dense in B, then D(A) is dense in D(B).

This is an immediate consequence of the relation 2.1 and Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. If S is an infinite subset of a metric space, then the power

of D(S) does not exceed the power of 5.

Proof. When 5 is infinite, the power of SXS is the same as that of 5.

Since D(5) is a continuous image of SXS, its power does not exceed that

of SXS.

Theorem 3.5. The d-set of a closed and compact set in a metric space is

closed and compact (hence bounded).

Proof. If 5 is closed and compact, then so is SXS, and the theorem fol-

lows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that a continuous image of a closed and

compact set is closed and compact.

Corollary 3.1. If Si and S2 are closed and compact, then D(S\, 52) is

closed and compact.

Theorem 3.6. If S is a connected subset of a metric space, then D(S) is an

initial interval.

Proof. If 5 is connected, so is SXS and any continuous image of a con-

nected set is connected. A connected subset of P containing zero is an initial

interval.

Corollary 3.2. The d-set of a locally connected space contains an initial

interval.

Theorem 3.7. If Si and S2 are connected subsets of a metric space, D(S\, S2)

is an interval.

Proof. D(Si, S2) is a continuous real image of the connected product space

5i X S2.

Remark 3.1. From Theorem 3.6 it follows that the ¿-sets of Peano spaces,

curves, complete convex metric spaces, and so on, are all initial intervals.

Theorem 3.8. If in a metric space a set B is dense in a closed compact set A,

then \D(B)\ =D(A).

Proof. BCA implies D(B)CD(A) and \D(B) \ C\D(A)\ =D(A), since A
is closed and compact. Furthermore, B dense in A implies \B\ Z^)A or 7>|7$|

DD(A), and thus ¡D(B)\ =D(A) by Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.9. If S has positive dimension, then D(S) contains an initial

interval.
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Proof. The contrary assumption implies the existence of arbitrarily small

spheres around each point whose boundaries are free of points of 5.

Theorem 3.10. A set S is isolated if zero is not an accumulation element of

D(S).

Theorem 3.11. If AiZ)A2Z)AzD • • ■ is a monotone decreasing sequence

of closed compact sets, then D HC4,-) = JJ.D(Aî).

Proof. The proof follows the familiar pattern of the Cantor product theo-

rem. Easily constructed examples show that the hypotheses are necessary.

Theorem 3.12. If S is a closed, compact, and scattered subset of a separable

metric space, then D(S) is closed, compact, and scattered.

Proof. In a separable space, a scattered set is countable. Thus D(S) is

countable and, by Theorem 3.5, is closed and compact. If D(S) contained a

dense-in-itself subset, it would contain the closure of such a set, and thus an

(uncountable) perfect set. Hence D(S) is a scattered set.

Theorem 3.13. If a subset S of a metric space is Borel measurable, then

D(S) is analytic.

Proof. This follows from the fact that 5X5 is Borel measurable and a

continuous transform of a Borel set is analytic.

Corollary 3.3. If S is Borel measurable, then D(S) is Lebesgue measurable.

Proof. Any linear analytic set is measurable (L).

Theorem 3.14. If S is a protective set in a metric space, then D(S) is a

protective set.

Proof. The continuous transform of a projective set is projective.

Remark 3.2. If 5 is of class 2n, then D(S) is of class 2w + l, while if 5

is of class 2m — 1, then D(S) is of class 2n — X, n^X.

Corollary 3.4. If S is an analytic set in a metric space, then D(S) is

analytic.

Theorem 3.15. If D(S) is a frontier set, S is totally disconnected.

Theorem 3.16. If D(S) is nondense, \S\ is totally disconnected.

Proof. If | S\ contained a connected subset consisting of more than a point,

then, by Theorem 3.6, 7J>(|5|) would contain an interval. Since 7>(]5|)

C|7?(5)|, D(S) would not be nondense.

Theorem 3.17. IfSis an F„ in a locally compact separable metric space, D (S)

is an F„.
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Proof. Let 5= 22¡Li Fi where 7\- is closed. For a sufficiently small radius

a closed sphere having a given rational point (that is, a point of the basis) as

center is compact. Thus the space is the sum of a countable collection of

closed and compact sets. Ft is thus the sum of a countable collection of

closed and compact sets. It follows that 5= 2-X-i F* where F* are closed

and compact. From relation 2.2,D(S) = XXi D(Ff)+^]=1D(Ft, Ff). Since
(Theorem 3.5) D(F*) and D(F*, Ff) are closed and compact, D(S) is an Fc.

Corollary 3.5. The d-set of an F„ in a finitely compact metric space is an F«.

Proof. This is a consequence of the previous theorem, since a finitely

compact space is separable.

Remark 3.3. Sierpinski [9] has shown the existence in E2 of a G¡ whose

¿-set is not a Borel set. It is not known whether there is a linear Borel set

whose ¿-set is not a Borel set.

Theorem 3.18. The d-set of an open set in a complete convex metric space is

an F„.

Proof. By a fundamental theorem due to Menger, any two points of a

complete convex metric space may be joined by a metric segment. It follows

that open spheres are connected, and since any open set 5 is the sum of open

spheres, D(S) is the union of a collection of intervals. As a consequence of

the convexity, these intervals are nondegenerate, provided the space consists

of more than a single point. It is easy to see that the sum of nondegenerate

intervals on the line is an F„.

Definition 3.1. A set is called nearly open if its border (that is, the set

minus its interior) is finite.

Theorem 3.19. The d-set of an open set in a complete convex and externally

convex metric space is nearly open (hence is both an TV and a G¡).

Proof. Let 0 = ^aOa be an open set where Oa are open spherical neighbor-

hoods. The ¿-set of an 0a is an initial interval open on the right. For 0a is

connected and if D(0a) were closed on the right, there would be a pair of

points pi and p2 of Oa such that 8(pi, p2) =max ô(x, y), x, yEOa. But since

the space is externally convex, there would be a point q such that b(pi, q)

= h(pi, p2) + 5(p2, q), and from the internal convexity and the transitivity of

metric betweenness, it follows that there would exist a sequence of points

{qi} such that d(pu qi)=S(pi, p2) + à(p2, qt) with lim [qi] =p2. Thus C(Oa)

would not be closed, contrary to our assumption.

In a similar fashion D(0a, Oß) can be shown to be an open nondegenerate

interval. Thus D(0) is the union of a collection of open intervals and one

initial interval. Such a set is an open set plus a point, and is nearly open.

Remark 3.4. We exhibit now an open set of a complete convex metric

space whose ¿-set is not a G¡. In the usual definition of the Cantor set on the
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interval, say 19 to 20 on the real number axis, a collection of open "middle

third" intervals are removed. Denote by 77 the union of these intervals to-

gether with their right-hand end points(4). The intervals are countable and

may be denoted by on. Suppose the length of a,- is h and the end points are x¡,

Xi in that order. Now on the ith axis in Hubert space consider the points A i

and Bi at a distance x,/2 and — x,/2 respectively from the origin. The convex

covering of these points may be regarded as a complete convex metric space.

Consider now the open spheres (Ai, /¿/2) and (Bi, h/2) in this space. The

union of all such open spheres is an open set whose distance set consists of

three distinct parts. First an initial interval of length 1/3 open on the right.

Secondly, a set of intervals obtained by considering non-diametral pairs of

spheres. These intervals are all to the right of 25 on the axis. Finally, the set

of intervals obtained by considering diametrically opposite spheres is readily

seen to form the set 77 on the interval 19 to 20. By Theorem 3.18 this

distance set is an F„. That it is not also a G¡ follows from the fact that in

order for a set E to be both an F„ and a G> it is necessary and sufficient that

| F-E\ ■ | F- C(E)\ ¿¿F for all non-null closed sets F [5, p. 207]. Taking the

Cantor set on the interval 19 to 20 as F, the condition is seen to be violated

and the set is not a G¡.

Corollary 3.6. The d-set of an open set in En, Hilbert (77) space, and in

fact in any Banach space is nearly open.

Corollary 3.7. The d-set of hyperbolic (H„,r) space is nearly open.

Corollary 3.8. The d-set of an open set in spherical space (5„,r) or elliptic

space (En,r) is nearly open.

Proof. Since spherical and elliptic spaces are not externally convex the

argument must be modified slightly, but the fact that the only segments

which cannot be "produced" are all the same length leads easily to the fact

that the border of the d-set of an open set consists of at most two points.

Remark 3.5. The d-set of a closed set in a complete convex externally

convex metric space need not be an F„. (Compare with Theorem 3.17.) Con-

sider the points of the polar curve p = l+0 where 6 is irrational, 0<ö< 1,

together with the points of the segments joining these points to the origin.

Remetrize the set as follows. Let 5(x, y) be the usual euclidean metric if

x and y are elements of the same segment. If x and y are on different seg-

ments, set ô(x, y)=5(x, 0) + o(y, 0). The resulting space is metric, convex,

complete, but not separable. The points on the curve and the origin con-

stitute a discrete and hence closed set. The d-set of this set consists of zero,

the irrational numbers between 1 and 2, and the open interval from 2 to 4.

Since the irrational numbers on an interval are not an F„, we conclude that

(4) Professor F. Herzog called our attention to this set.
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the ¿-set of a closed set in a complete convex metric space need not be an

Fa. By an obvious modification, the space can be made externally convex.

Theorem 3.20. If D(S) is nondense and S is a subset of a complete convex

metric space, then S is nondense.

Proof. Since spheres are connected, Z>(|5|) would contain an interval if

| 5| contained a sphere. Then by Theorem 3.2, it follows that D(S) would not

be nondense.

Theorem 3.21. If D(S) is of the first category and S is a subset of a complete

convex metric space, then S is of the first category.

Proof. D(S) = 2^11 TV,-, where each TV, is nondense. Let Mi denote the in-

verse image of TV,- in SXS, and M* and M** the projections of Mi on 5.

These starred sets form a countable covering of S, and if | M*\ contains a

sphere, then | Mi| = | M*| X M**\ contains a connected subset. Since

| TV,-1 = \f(Mi) | 3/(| Mi\ ), | TV,- contains an interval, contrary to assumption.

5 is thus the countable sum of nondense sets and is of the first category.

Corollary 3.9. If S is a second category subset of a complete convex metric

space, then D(S) is of the second category.

Corollary 3.10. The d-set of a G¡ in a compact convex metric space is of

the second category.

Proof. If D(S) were of the first category, then by the previous theorem 5

is also of the first category. However, it is known that a G¡ in a compact

metric space is of the second category.

Theorem 3.22. If S is a subset of a Banach space, then D(S) -\-DC(S) — P.

Proof. Suppose nEP but w^T?(5). A sphere of radius « and center at q,

qES, has its surface lying entirely in C(S). Since the surface is a connected

set of diameter 2«, DC(S) contains an initial interval of length 2«, so «

EDC(S).

Theorem 3.23. If S is a residual set in a Banach space, D(S) = P.

Proof. Suppose nEP but nED(S). A translation of 5 a distance « then

carries 5 into a subset 5* of C(S). But C(S) is of the first category and 5*

is of the second, a contradiction, since no first category set can have a second

category subset. Thus D(S) = P.

Theorem 3.24. If S is residual at a point in a Banach space, D(S) contains

an initial interval.

Proof. If 5 is residual at a point p, there exists a neighborhood U of p

in which US is residual. Since US is of the second category, there exists an

open subset O of U in which 5 is of the second category at all of its points.
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Thus there are arbitrarily small spheres of diameter e of U with the same

character. If n<e (for suitably small e) and w(£T>(5), then a translation of 5

of norm n carries the points of 5 in this small sphere into the complement of

US relative to U. But this complement is, by hypothesis, of the first cate-

gory. This implies that for some e the set D(S) contains an initial interval of

length €.

Theorem 3.25. If S is a dense G¡ in a Banach space B, then D(S) =P.

Proof. We may write C(S) = 23«" i F¿, where each F, is closed. Then F i

CZC(S) implies C(F,)Z)5, and since \S\ =B, |C(F,)| =5. Thus Ft-can contain

no spheres, that is, F,- is nondense. Then C(S) is of the first category and 5

is residual. The conclusion then follows from Theorem 3.23.

Remark 3.6. In [7] it is shown that the d-set of a linear set dense in itself

is dense in itself. In view of the rather easy extension of this theorem to E2

and Ez, it is a little surprising that it fails to extend to higher dimensions.

That it does not is evidenced by the following example.

In E4 consider the circle Ci'.x\-\-x\ = X, x3 = x4 = 0 and the circle C2'.x\

+#4 = 1, Xi = x2 = 0. Since 7>(G, C2) =21/2, it is clear that the d-set of the union

of two small arcs of G and C2 is an initial interval together with the iso-

lated point 21/2 and is thus not dense in itself.

This same example makes it clear that the theorem is not valid in spherical

3-space nor in elliptic 3-space. In the latter space the union of two small seg-

ments on two polar lines (which are, incidently, Clifford parallels) provides a

counter-example.

Theorem 3.26. In Ez the d-set of a set dense in itself is dense in itself.

Proof. Let 5 be a subset of £3 dense in itself and r£7>(5). There exists

a pair of points p\ and p2 of 5 with B(pu p2) =r. Consider two «-neighborhoods

Ni and N2 of pi and p2 respectively, for small e. Since 5 is dense in itself,

Ni and N2 contain infinitely many points of 5. We assert that there exist

points X1ÇE.N1S and x2£Af25 such that 6(xi, x2)¿¿r. In the contrary case all

the points of N2S would be at a distance r from those of 5 in Ni. This cer-

tainly cannot be the case if some four of the points in NiS are not coplanar,

nor can it be if they are.

Corollary 3.11. In 52,r, E2,r, 773,r the d-set of a set dense in itself is dense

in itself.

Corollary 3.12. In Ez, 52,r, 7¿2,r, H*,r the d-set of a bounded perfect set is

bounded and perfect.

Definition 3.2. A set of points of a distance space is called a metric basis

for the space provided there exists no two points of the space with the same

(ordered) distances to the points of the set (for example, the vertices of a

proper triangle in E2 is a metric basis for that E2. It is not the basis for an E3).
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Theorem 3.27. If a space has a countable metric basis, the space has at most

power c.

Proof. The power of the space cannot exceed the number of countable

subsets of the real numbers.

Corollary 3.13. A separable metric space has at most power c.

Proof. It is readily shown that the denumerably dense set of the space is

a metric basis.

Theorem 3.28. If a space S of power p^i^o has a finite metric basis, the

power of D(S) is p.

Proof. Let pi be the power of D(S) and « the power of the basis. From

Theorem 3.4, p^pi. On the other hand, p" = pi^p. So p = pi-

Corollary 3.14. The distance set of any infinite subset of En, 5„,r, 7T„,r,

En,T has the same power as the set.

Remark 3.7. Kakutani and Erdös [3] have constructed a set in Hubert

space of power c such that all distances are rational. Thus Corollary 3.14

fails to extend to Hubert space. In [3], Erdös also shows that in Ek, any

infinite set of power m contains a subset of power m in which no two dis-

tances are the same.

Since the Kakutani-Erdös example is not in the literature we include here

a simple modification of it recently communicated to us by Professor Ka-

kutani.

Let 77be an infinite-dimensional separable Hubert space, 7= [a\ 0 <a < 1 ],

and a = .a"a2a% • • ■ the dyadic representation of a. Define now a set of selector

sequences {TVa},a£T, as follows: Na = (n",n2, ■•-,«*,•••) where nk=af

+ 2aJ + • • • +2k-1al+2k, i-1, 2, • • • . It is easily verified that (1) each

Na is a monotone strictly increasing sequence of positive integers and (2)

if a^ß then there exists a positive integer p=p(a, ß) 2:1 such that «£ = «*

for k = 1, 2, • • ■ , p — 1 and nk ?¿nf for k, l = p, p + 1, ■ ■ ■ .

Let {rk}, k= 1, 2, 3, • • • , be a sequence of positive numbers such that

2~,*-i Ht < °° and for which [2 zZt-p ^|]1/2 is rational for p = 1, 2, 3, • • • . For

each a£T define x" = r& if «=«£ for some & = 1, 2, 3, • • • and as zero other-

wise. Then xa = {x"} is for each a a point of TTand the collection of such points

is the desired subset. It is easily verified that b(xa, xß) = { 2^°=1 | xan — x\\ 2\1/2

— {2 ~Y-*=v rï)1/2 is a rational number for any a, ß in T where p=p(a, ß) is

some integer.

4. Rigid «-sets. We have seen that certain «-sets are realizable in various

specified spaces, and it is natural to wonder whether any «-sets determine in

some sense or other their associated realizations in specified spaces. A theorem

of Anning and Erdös (see [4]), for example, assures us that the only possible

way to realize an «-set consisting of an infinite number of integers in finite-
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dimensional euclidean spaces is on a line. With this in mind, it is not hard

to see that the d-set of the set of points on the number axis consisting of

positive integral powers of (say) ten can be realized in "essentially" only one

way in finite-dimensional euclidean spaces. This prompts the following defini-

tion.

Definition 4.1. An w-set N is said to be rigid relative to a class of spaces

{5} provided there is at least one realization of N in {S} and any two

realizations are congruent (isometric).

Theorem 4.1. No n-set is rigid relative to all metric spaces.

Proof. Case (a). Let the «-set be N and suppose zero is not an accumula-

tion element of N. Let a be the g.l.b. of the positive numbers of N. First

metrize N in the now familiar fashion, ô(x, y) =max (x, y) if x^y, and zero

otherwise. Now adjoin to N an element p and metrize N-\-p as follows:

Ô(x, y) =max (x, y), x-^p, y^p; S(p, x) =x, x^O; b(p, 0) =a if a£.N; 5(p, 0)

= a+e, d+eGJV, 0<e<a, otherwise. The two spaces have the same d-set

but are clearly not isometric.

Case (b). Zero is an accumulation element of N. Metrize A^ with ô(x, y)

= max (x, y) and N* = N — 0 in the same way. These two spaces have N as

distance set, but are not isometric.

Theorem 4.2. No n-set is rigid relative to all separable metric spaces.

Proof. If the ra-set N having zero as an accumulation element be metrized

as in Theorem 2.1, and then N* = N — 0 be similarly metrized with suitable

adjustment of the modified Baire metric in each interval, it is quite apparent

that a separable metric space N* may be obtained having the d-set N, but

which is not congruent to Ar. If the n-set is countable, but does not have zero

as an accumulation element, metrize it as in case (a), Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.3. A7» n-set is rigid relative to all separable k-dimensional spaces.

Proof. Consider any «-set with an initial interval. By taking the first

interval in the partition described in Theorem 2.2 of two different lengths,

two ¿-dimensional, noncongruent, separable metric spaces with the same d-

set may be obtained. If the «-set contains no initial interval, metrize it as in

Theorem 4.2.

The following theorems are proved in [4].

Theorem 4.4. No countable d-set is rigid relative to Hilbert space.

Theorem 4.5. No finite d-set is rigid relative to all En.

On the other hand:

Theorem 4.6. There are countable n-sets rigid relative to all En;for example,

the set described in the opening paragraph of §4.
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An «-set is rigid if it determines in a given class of spaces its realization

uniquely up to an isometry. If an «-set determines its realization uniquely

up to a homeomorphism, it might appropriately be called topologically rigid.

Theorem 4.7. No n-set N is topologically rigid relative to all metric spaces.

Proof. If N has zero as an accumulation element, form spaces N and N* as

in case (b) of Theorem 4.1. These spaces are not homeomorphic since one

contains an accumulation element and the other does not.

If the positive numbers of N have a g.l.b. a>0, then adjoin to JVa set

of elements M whose power exceeds c. Metrize N and N-\-M in a manner

similar to case (a) in Theorem 4.1. That is, 5(x, y)=max (x, y), x, yÇiN;

ô(p, x)=x, pGM, xGA, x^O; 8(x,y) =a, x, y^M+O if aGN; S(x,y)=a + e,

x, yGM+0 with a+e^N, 0<e<a, if a&N. The spaces AT and M+N have

N as d-set but are not homeomorphic.

Theorem 4.8. ^4«y n-set whose positive elements are bounded away from zero

is topologically rigid relative to separable metric spaces if and only if it is

countably infinite.

Proof. If the «-set is countably infinite, any realization must have at

least a countable number of points and any separable metric realization can

have at most a countably infinite set of points. Furthermore, any realization

must be discrete. Thus any two separable metric realizations of a countably

infinite «-set whose positive elements are bounded away from zero are

homeomorphic. That there are separable metric realizations follows from

Theorem III.

If the «-set is finite, it cannot be metrically rigid relative even to all En

and thus not to all separable metric spaces, while if it is uncountable, it has

no separable metric realizations.

5. Proper and irreducible «-sets. Theorem 4.6 prompts us to seek rigid

«-sets realizable properly in all Ek. More specifically:

Definition 5.1. An «-set is called proper relative to Ek (or properly Ek)

if all of its realizations in euclidean spaces are in Ek, but not in JB*_i.

Thus no finite «-set is properly Ek since such sets are always realizable in

at least two different dimensions. The set of all positive integers and zero

is properly Ei, but is not rigid relative even to E\.

Definition 5.2. An «-set is called irreducibly Ek provided it is realizable in

Ek, but not in 2S*_i.

Thus 0, 1, 3, 7 is irreducibly E3, but not properly Es. In [4] it was shown

that an isosceles «-set 0, ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak is irreducibly Ek. In euclidean spaces,

then, rigid, proper, and irreducible are progressively weaker notions.

Theorem 5.1. There are rigid n-sets, properly Ek,for all k.

Proof. It has already been observed that the d-set of the linear point set
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consisting of the origin and non-negative integral powers of ten is rigid and,

further, is properly Ei. To obtain rigid sets in higher dimensions, it is neces-

sary only to distort this set slightly. Consider, for example, the points in

E2: (0,0), (1,0), (10, e), (102, 0), (103,0), • • ■ . It is not difficult to show that

the distance set of this set, for a sufficiently small e, is a rigid w-set.

Proceeding to E3, we select a subset of points (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (10, e, 0),

(102, 0, e), (103, 0, 0), • • • . In this way rigid sets in all dimensions may be

generated. As the dimension increases, the points not on the Xi-axis tend

to spiral tightly around this axis.

While finite «-sets cannot be properly Ek or rigid relative to all euclidean

spaces, they can be irreducible and it might be wondered if for a given k there

are «-sets of all finite powers irreducibly Ek. We are not prepared to answer

this question at this time, but we do assert:

Theorem 5.2. There are n-sets irreducibly Ek of arbitrarily high powers

p<^o, for all finite k.

We omit the proof.

The fact that the ¿-set of the integer points on the line is properly Tii

led us to conjecture that the ¿-set of the integer lattice points in Ek might be

properly Ek. However, since any integer is expressible as the sum of four

squares, it is apparent that the ¿-sets of the integer lattice points in Ek, k^4,

consists in every case of the square roots of all the positive integers and zero.

The Anning-Erdös theorem prompted us to push the investigation a little

further and we believe the following result to be of interest.

Theorem 5.3. The n-set consisting of the square roots of all non-negative

integers is irreducibly four-dimensional.

Proof. The proof that the set cannot be realized in 7}3 involves an analysis

of a considerable number of diophantine equations. The proof that the set

cannot be realized in E2 exhibits the essential technique, but is computa-

tionally much less involved. Accordingly, we present here a proof for this

case.

Suppose SQE2 existed whose ¿-set consisted of all the square roots of all

the non-negative integers. Let the distance 1, which occurs at least once,

have end points at (0, 0) and (1, 0). Then an arbitrary point of S has co-

ordinates of the form (k/2, y) where k is an integer, so that all points of 5

lie on a family of parallel lines one-half unit apart. Translate to a new origin,

if necessary, so that the distance 21/2 occurs with end points at (0, 0) and

(p/2, q) where p is an integer. It is observed that the form of the coordinates

is unaltered by this translation. Then £>2 + 4<?2 = 8, and if the coordinates of

any other point of 5 be (x, y), it follows from the facts that x2+y2 and

(x — p/2)2-\-(y — q)2 are integers that 4-qy is an integer, and q2 has the possible

values 1, 7/4, or 2. Now since the distance 3l/2 must occur," the equation
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4g2x2+y2 = 48g2 must have a solution in integers. A simple calculation shows

that this is possible only for q2 = 2. Finally, since 51'2 must occur, the equation

8x2+y2 = 160 must have a solution in integers, contrary to fact.

This disposes of the plane case and, in fact, establishes the stronger result

that there is no finite or infinite point set in the plane whose distance set con-

sists entirely of square roots of integers and contains the particular distances

1, 21'2, 31'2, and 51'2.

The proof of the analogous theorem in F3 leads to the conclusion that there

is no point set in three-space whose distance set consists entirely of square

roots of positive integers and contains the square roots of the seventeen inte-

gers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22, 23, 29, 31, 38, and 41.
6. Complex and indefinite spaces. If with each pair of elements p and q

of an abstract set K there is associated a complex number denoted by (pq)2

(called the square of the distance) such that (pq)2=(qp)2 and (pp)2 = 0, the

resulting structure is referred to as a complex metric space. When the set

K consists of the «-tuples of complex numbers and (xy)2= 2"-i (x«— ,y¿)2,

the space is called complex euclidean. When K consists of «-tuples of real

numbers and (xy)2= /F.Li €¿(x¿—yi)2 where of the w numbers e¿ the first r

are +1 and the remaining s are — 1, the space is called an indefinite euclidean

space of dimension « and denoted by Kr,s. It is clear that Kr,a is congruent

to a subset of K„, n=r-\-s.

Theorem 6.1. The d-set of any infinite subset of Kn or Kr,, has the same

power as the subset.

Proof. It is well known that these spaces have finite metric bases and

hence the theorem follows as in Theorem 3.28.

Theorem 6.2. There exist countable sets of complex numbers not realizable

as d-sets in any Kn or KT,,.

Proof. Consider the sequence N= {l+e/2i}. For a small e these numbers

are "almost equal" and hence any subset of Kn or Kr,s with N as d-set would

have to be "almost equilateral." But no Kn or Kr,B contains an almost equi-

lateral infinite set.

Theorem 6.3. There exist sets o/«(« + l)/2 + 2 complex numbers including

zero which are not d-sets for any subsets of Kn or Kr,5.

Proof. «(«+l)/2 + l unequal, but almost equal, positive real numbers and

zero constitute such a set, since any realization would have to contain at

least K+2 points and be almost equilateral, which is impossible.

Theorem 6.4. Any set of m(« + 1)/2 + 1 complex numbers including zero is

the d-set for a simplex in Kn.

Proof. Wald [il ] has shown that any complex metric space of « + 1 points
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is congruent to a subset of K~n.

Theorem 6.5. Any set of «(« + l)/2-f 1 real numbers including zero is the

d-set for a subset of some Kr,s of dimension n.

Proof. This follows from results of Wald [il] or, somewhat more specifi-

cally, from those of Coxeter and Todd [2].
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